
Instructions To Return a Cascade R Helmet For Certified Modification 
To return a helmet for certified modification, consumers can begin the return process by 
providing information at this site beginning on December 13 at 9 a.m. Upon receipt of 
this information, Cascade will send a pre-paid shipping label to you. Once you receive 
the label, put your Cascade R helmet in a box, affix the shipping label and send the 
helmet to Cascade. When the helmet arrives at Cascade’s facility, it will be 
professionally updated with the certified modification and a tamper-resistant sticker will 
be applied to the helmet to prove it has completed the certified modification. The helmet 
will then be sent back to you. 

Cascade will make the modification to existing helmets at its Liverpool, N.Y. facility 
beginning December 16. The modification will be free of charge for consumers and 
retailers, including shipping. 

Please Return After 9 a.m. on December 13 to Begin The Return Process 
 
 
Most Frequently Asked Questions: 

1) Will there be a cost for the modification?  
No. There will be no cost to consumers or teams. Cascade will pay for the modification 
of the helmet and for shipping. 

2) How long will the modification process take?  
Although it will depend on volume, we expect that, from the time that Cascade receives 
the helmet from the consumer, it will take Cascade approximately two weeks to 
complete the certified modification and ship the helmet back to the consumer. This is a 
very busy shipping time for carriers and there may be delays that are out of our control. 
We are working closely with our shipping partners to reduce delays and get these 
helmets back to players as soon as possible. 

3) I have a CPX-R, CPV-R or CS-R helmet, is that an R model? How do I know if I 
have an R model? 
No. The CPX-R, CPV-R and CS-R are different models than the Cascade R. If you are 
unsure of your model, look on the right side (near the strap snap) of the helmet and if 
you notice a lone, singular ‘R,’ then it is an R model helmet. 

See below for Additional Frequently Asked Questions 
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1. What is the solution for the Cascade R helmet? 
2. Will the helmet still be called the Cascade R? 
3. What about new helmets? Will they be modified? 



4. Will there be a cost for the modification?  
5. What are you doing to the helmet?  
6. What is PORON®XRD™?  
7. Will my helmet fit the same? 
8. Why can’t you send a modification kit? Why do I have to send in my helmet? 
9. Can I get the helmet modified at my local retailer?  
10. What should I do if I have multiple helmets?  
11. How long will the process take?  
12. Will this modification meet NOCSAE certification standards? 
13. I have a (CPX-R, CPV-R, CS-R) helmet, is that an R model? How do I know if I 
have an R model? 
14. What is the process to return the helmet?  
15. How can I track the progress of my helmet?  
16. How will a referee know the helmet is certified? 
17. What if I still have questions? 

What is the solution for the Cascade R helmet? 
The solution will involve a simple modification to Cascade R helmets currently in the 
marketplace. NOCSAE has accepted the solution and Cascade’s data confirms the 
helmet, as modified by this solution, meets NOCSAE certification standards. Cascade 
will make the modification to existing helmets at its Liverpool, N.Y. facility beginning 
December 16. 

Will the helmet still be called the Cascade R? 
For NOCSAE certification purposes, the modified helmet will become the Cascade R-M, 
although it will continue to be named ‘Cascade R’ and marketed under the Cascade R 
name. 

What about new helmets? Will they be modified?  
Yes, we will make the same modification to all newly manufactured Cascade R helmets, 
which will now be identified as Cascade R-M for NOCSAE certification purposes. A 
tamper-resistant sticker will be placed on all modified helmets as well as newly 
manufactured Cascade R helmets (identified as R-M for NOCSAE) to differentiate them 
from non-certified Cascade R helmets. 

Will there be a cost for the modification?  
No. There will be no cost to consumers or teams. Cascade will pay for the modification 
of the helmet and for shipping. 

What are you doing to the helmet?  
We are inserting additional PORON®XRD™ padding into the front and top of the 
helmet. 



What is PORON®XRD™?  
PORON®XRD™ is a lightweight, thin and breathable material that’s engineered for 
repeated impact and shock absorption. It is exclusive to Cascade in lacrosse. 

Will my helmet fit the same? 
Yes. We do not anticipate any change to the fit of the helmet as a result of the certified 
modification. 

Why can’t you send a modification kit? Why do I have to send in my helmet? 
While the certified modification is simple, we are asking consumers to send in their 
helmets to Cascade to ensure the modification is done professionally and complies with 
the NOCSAE certification standard. 

Can I get the helmet modified at my local retailer? 
No. Helmets must be sent to Cascade to have the certified modification installed. 

What should I do if I have multiple helmets?  
Consumers are instructed to enter their information at www.cascadelacrosse.com 
beginning on December 13 and they will be asked how many helmets they are sending 
back to Cascade. You may choose to send back all of your R helmets at the same time 
or stagger the shipment of multiple helmets. 

What is the process to return the helmet?  
To return a helmet for certified modification, consumers are requested to visit 
www.cascadelacrosse.com beginning on December 13 and provide the required 
information. Upon receipt of this information, Cascade will send a pre-paid shipping 
label to the consumer. The consumer will put their Cascade R helmet in a box, affix the 
shipping label and send the helmet to Cascade. When the helmet arrives at Cascade’s 
facility, it will be professionally updated with the certified modification and a tamper-
resistant sticker will be applied to the helmet to prove it has completed the certified 
modification. The helmet will then be sent back to the consumer. 

How long will the process take?  
Although it will depend on volume, we expect that, from the time that Cascade receives 
the helmet from the consumer, it will take Cascade approximately two weeks to 
complete the certified modification and ship the helmet back to the consumer. This is a 
very busy shipping time for carriers and there may be delays that are out of our control. 
We are working closely with our shipping partners to reduce delays and get these 
helmets back to players as soon as possible 

Will this modification meet NOCSAE certification standards?  
Yes. NOCSAE has accepted the solution and Cascade’s data confirms that the modified 
helmet meets NOCSAE certification standards. 



I have a (CPX-R, CPV-R, CS-R) helmet, is that an R model? How do I know if I have 
an R model? 
No. The CPX-R, CPV-R and CS-R are different models than the Cascade R. If you are 
unsure of your model, look on the right side (near the strap snap) of the helmet and if 
you notice a lone, singular ‘R,’ then it is an R model helmet. 

How can I track the progress of my helmet? 
Once the certified modification has been complete and the helmet is prepared for 
shipment, you will receive an email confirmation with UPS tracking information. 

How will a referee know the helmet is certified?  
Once the certified modification has been complete, a tamper-proof sticker will be affixed 
to the helmet to show that it is NOCSAE certified and to differentiate it from non-certified 
R models. US Lacrosse and all other governing bodies have been informed of this 
identification and will monitor all R helmets (as well as new R-M models) for the sticker 
at future sanctioned events. It is important to note that the certification will be voided if 
the sticker is removed from the helmet or transferred to another helmet. 

What if I still have questions?  
If you still have questions please email Cascade at helmets@cascadelacrosse.com. 
You can also call Cascade customer service at 800-537-1702 or 877-639-0320, but 
please be advised that we will be experience high call volume, which may result in a 
delay in addressing your questions. 

Thank you. 

Cascade Lacrosse 

 
 

 
 Cascade Reaches Agreement with NOCSAE for R Helmet 
 
http://laxmagazine.com/genrel/121214_cascade_reaches_agreement_with_nocsae_for_r_helmet_solution 

 

Cascade Reaches Agreement with NOCSAE for R Helmet 
from LaxMagazine.com Staff Reports | Twitter 

Cascade announced Friday that it has reached an agreement with NOCSAE, the 
National Operating Committee on Standards for Athletic Equipment, on a solution for 
the decertified Cascade R helmet. 

The solution will involve a simple modification to Cascade R helmets currently in the 
marketplace. NOCSAE has accepted the solution. Cascade's data confirms the helmet, 



as modified by this solution, meets NOCSAE certification standards. For NOCSAE 
certification purposes, the modified helmet is treated as a new model, identified as the 
Cascade R-M, although it will continue to be marketed by Cascade under the Cascade 
R name. 

Moving forward all newly manufactured Cascade R-M helmets will be certified as 
meeting the NOCSAE standards. A tamper-resistant sticker will be placed on all 
modified helmets as well as on newly manufactured Cascade R-M helmets to 
differentiate them from non-certified Cascade R models. Model R helmets that have not 
been officially modified by Cascade do not meet NOCSAE standards and certification 
will remain void. 

Cascade will make the modification to existing helmets at its Liverpool, N.Y. facility 
beginning December 16, 2014. The modification will be free of charge for consumers 
and retailers, including shipping. 

"We are extremely pleased that Cascade and NOCSAE have reached an agreement to 
modify existing Cascade R helmets and put helmets back in play for our loyal 
customers," said Tim Ellsworth, Global Business Director, Cascade Lacrosse. "We have 
been working closely with NOCSAE and will work diligently to ensure that all Cascade R 
helmets returned are modified as quickly as possible. We thank everyone for their 
patience and support." 

To fully reinstate the NOCSAE license, which was suspended in conjunction with the R 
model decertification, Cascade is cooperating with a review by NOCSAE of certification 
data for all of its models, and is having a third-party audit of Cascade's quality 
assurance and quality control (QA/QC) processes. 

Cascade is currently finalizing its own internal audit and expects the third-party QA/QC 
audit to be completed by December 18, 2014. NOCSAE will partially reinstate 
Cascade's license agreement for the production of new Cascade R-M helmets upon 
demonstration of satisfactory audit results from its QA/QC processes. The license 
agreement will be fully restored for other Cascade models upon demonstrating that 
such models certified by Cascade are supported by necessary data. 

Cascade is also currently reviewing test results for all of its lacrosse helmets to ensure 
they meet both Cascade and NOCSAE standards. 

Check out our story from last Friday on the background of the situation. NOCSAE 
announced Nov. 24 that the Cascade R and Warrior Regulator didn't meet NOCSAE 
standards. For more information from Cascade on completing the process, click here. 

 


